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Quick-start rules
This Quick-Start Rules guide is designed to allow a group of 
2-4 players to quickly learn the game and play an introductory 
mission. For more missions, a complete rulebook, and a great-
er variety of cards, we hope you’ll check out the full version 
of Shadowrun: Crossfire, available at your friendly local game 
store or online at www.shadowruntabletop.com!

setuP
1. Find the Runner cards in the box. Each Runner card has the 
following stats:

 › Metatype: Your runner’s race.

 › Starting Hit Points: The number of hit points (HP) your 
runner has at the start of the game. A runner can’t be 
healed beyond their starting hit point value.

 › Health Track: Numbers and icons representing your 
runner’s current condition.

 › Starting Cards: The number of cards you draw from 
your deck at the start of the game.

 › Starting Nuyen: The amount of nuyen you have at the 
start of the game.

For the Quick-Start Rules, ignore any other elements of the 
Runner card.

Each player chooses a Runner card. Pick whatever meta-
type appeals to you. Put your Runner card face up in front of 
you. For these rules, players are referred to as runners.

2. Find the role cards (Face, Street Samurai, Decker, Mage) and 
starting decks in the box.

Each runner chooses one of the roles and takes that start-
ing deck. Choose whichever role appeals to you. If you aren’t 
sure, choose randomly. Note that each Role card has a color; 
sometimes card abilities and effects will refer to the color 

of your role. The starting decks for each role are as follows 
(note that the icons for the starting decks are found on each 
Role card).

 › Street Samurai (black): 1x Mana, 1x Mark,  
4x Quick Shot, 1x Street Smarts

 › Mage (blue): 4x Mana, 1x Mark, 1x Quick Shot,  
1x Street Smarts

 › Decker (green): 1x Mana, 4x Mark, 1x Quick Shot,  
1x Street Smarts

 › Face (red): 1x Mana, 1x Mark, 1x Quick Shot,  
4x Street Smarts

Shuffle your starting deck and put it to the right of your 
Runner card, and then put your role card face up to the left 
of your Runner card. As mentioned, each runner draws their 
starting hand of cards. Your Runner card says how many start-
ing cards you get.

3. Find some tokens or coins to use as nuyen (money) tokens. 
(They wouldn’t let us put tokens in this box. The full version 
has plenty of tokens, including nuyen!)

4. Find a Health marker for each player to track their hit points. 
Place your Health marker on the starting hit points space of 
the track at the top of your Runner card. Also find some tokens 
to use as damage markers for obstacles, and set them aside.

5. Find the Black Market deck. Each Black Market card has the 
following stats:

 › Name: The name of the weapon or ability.

 › Damage Box: How much damage the card deals, if any.

 › Cost: How much the card costs to buy from the Black 
Market.

 › Type: Each card has a type. Some effects, card abilities, 
and mission rules refer to this type. The color of the card 
also indicates its type.

 › Card Ability: The card’s special abilities and require-
ments, if any.

 › Assist Ability: An ability on some cards. You can use 
assist abilities only during another player’s turn to help 
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STARTING
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Street Samurai Role

“The megacorporations and governments of the world have no honor. 
Power chases only power, money chases only money. The only honor left 

is at the end of the samurai’s sword. It is swift, sharp, and true.”
1/4
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Decker Role

“You may think he’s only dangerous when hacking a mainframe, but then 
he makes your gun eject its ammo. Or turns a building’s systems on you. 

Then you learn a simple fact—this guy’s always dangerous.”

STARTING
DECK
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Face Role

“He tells stories and spins lies until you’re dizzy. He’s witty and charming; 
you want to be his friend even when you know he’s conning you. His most 

lethal weapons are a wink and a smile.”

STARTING
DECK
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Mage Role

“The world shakes, fires rage, and buildings crumble to the ground.  
In the middle of it all is this guy, standing firm, ready to cast the next  

set of spells that will rock everything again.”

STARTING
DECK
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them. Assist abilities are shown in their own text box at 
the bottom of the card, if there is one. Some cards deal 
damage when played for their assist abilities. Their dam-
age appears after “Damage:” in the assist ability box.

Shuffle the Black Market deck and deal 6 cards face up 
in the middle of the play area (two rows of 3 cards works 
well). Those 6 cards represent the Black Market. Runners 
can buy cards from the Black Market during their turns to 
enhance their decks. Whenever a card is removed from the 
Black Market, immediately replace it with the top card of the 
Black Market deck.

6. Find the Normal Obstacle deck and Hard Obstacle deck 
(see callout for card backs). There is either a 1-bullet icon 
or a 2-bullet icon on the back of each Obstacle card. The 
1-bullet cards are the Normal Obstacle deck. The 2-bullet 
cards are the Hard Obstacle deck. Each Obstacle card has 
the following stats:

 › Name: The name of the obstacle.

 › Damage Track: This set of numbers and/or symbols 
shows the path you need to take to defeat the obsta-
cle. You must clear each level—in order—from left to 
right.

 › Type: Each obstacle has a type. Some effects, card abil-
ities, and mission rules refer to this type.

 › Color: Each obstacle has a color: black, blue, green, or 
red. Some effects, card abilities, and mission rules refer 
to this color.

 › Card Ability: Some obstacles have abilities that affect 
the game, usually causing problems for the runners. 
Obstacle abilities can be always in effect, or they can 
trigger when they are first flipped face up into play 
(FLIPPED:), when they are defeated (DEFEATED:), when 
the Crossfire level is at a certain threshold ( 2+  :), or at 
other times as indicated by the ability.

 › Attack Strength: The damage the obstacle deals to a 
runner facing it when the obstacle attacks.

 › Nuyen: The amount of nuyen (money) the obstacle is 
worth to the team when you defeat it.

Shuffle the Normal Obstacle deck and shuffle the Hard 
Obstacle deck, but keep the decks separate. The runners will 
face the obstacles during the run.
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Choose an obstacle. 
It can’t attack this turn, and Damage: AS
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Choose another runner. That runner heals 1 HP.
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DEFEATED: Choose a runner. That runner heals 1 HP.
“They got no skills, no discipline. They scrounge their gear from dumpsters and junkyards. But 
they’ve got desperation—and plenty of it—which should be enough to keep you on your toes.”

Gutter Punks Human
11/80
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NAME

DAMAGE TRACK

CARD ABILITY

NUYEN

ATTACK STRENGTH

TYPE

1-BULLET ICON
NORMAL OBSTACLE

2-BULLET ICON
HARD OBSTACLE

COLOR

randallneilbills
Sticky Note
Hard Obstacles For Demo Deck:

Chromed Samurai
Armored Troopers
Knight Errant Field Agent
Drone Rigger
Spirit of Fire
Lightning Mage
Warded Decker
Security Chief
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7. Find the Crossfire deck. Each Crossfire card has the follow-
ing stats:

 › Name: The name of the Crossfire event.

 › Crossfire Event: The card’s primary effect, if any. These 
events change gameplay during each round.

 › Crossfire Level Event: The card’s secondary effect, if 
any. This effect often enhances the primary effect. It 
only triggers when the Crossfire level is at or above the 
indicated threshold.

 › Continuous Effect Icon: Many effects will have a con-
tinuous icon. These icons are a reminder that the card 
has an ongoing effect on the game. Continuous effects 
end when the event leaves play.

 › Timebomb Effect Icon: Many effects will have a time-
bomb icon. These icons are a reminder that the card 
has an effect that triggers when the card is placed in 
the Crossfire discard.

Shuffle the Crossfire deck. The Crossfire deck represents the 
changing circumstances you encounter during the run. A shad-
owrun never goes as planned, and the events in the Crossfire 
deck will keep the runners looking over their shoulders.

8. Since you’re playing the Initiation mission, the runner with 
the most HP goes first. Give that runner the Crossfire deck. 
They will be responsible for managing the Crossfire deck 
throughout the game.

tHe MissiON
Your team will be attempting the Initiation mission, so find 
that Mission sheet in the box. Read the Mission Goal aloud to 

everyone. Then complete the mission setup by flipping up a 
Normal Obstacle card in front of each player: starting with the 
starting player and going clockwise, place the top card of the 
Normal Obstacle deck face up in front of them. If there are any 
flipped abilities on an obstacle, resolve them before flipping 
up the next card.

Now you’re ready to begin playing!

tHe seQueNce OF PlaY
Play occurs in rounds, with each round consisting of each run-
ner taking one turn. The play sequence is as follows:

1. Draw a new Crossfire card.
2. Each runner takes a turn, beginning with the starting 

runner. Play continues clockwise until everyone has 
taken a turn. The starting runner remains the same 
throughout the game.

3. The round is over. Repeat steps 1–3 until the game ends.

Draw a New crossfire card
At the start of each round, the starting runner puts the current 
Crossfire card into the discard. This won’t happen on the first 
turn since there is no current Crossfire card. Then, the starting 
runner draws the top card of the Crossfire deck and reads it 
aloud to the team. Follow the instructions for that event. While 
the Crossfire event is active, it remains face up and in play. 
Place it near the Black Market so that it is easy for each runner 
to refer to it.

Many events, and some obstacles, refer to the Crossfire 
level. The Crossfire level is the number of cards in the Cross-
fire discard. So, at the start of the game, the Crossfire level is 
0, but it will gradually increase throughout the game as you 
draw and discard more Crossfire cards. A higher Crossfire lev-
el means that more effects on events and obstacles will trig-
ger. For example, if an event has the 2+  symbol before it, that 
effect only happens if the Crossfire level is 2 or higher. 

takiNG a turN
Each runner will complete the following steps on their turn:

1. Play Cards
2. Apply Damage
3. Take Damage
4. Draw & Buy Cards
5. End Turn

The first thing you do on your turn is play cards, but you’ll 
need to understand what to do with your cards before you 
can decide which cards to play. Read through the guide until 
you finish the Turn Example before playing the first turn.

NAME

CROSSFIRE EVENT

TIMEBOMB EFFECT ICON

CROSSFIRE LEVEL EVENT

CONTINUOUS EFFECT ICON
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1. PlaY carDs
You play cards from your hand during your turn, one at a time. 
If your cards have any abilities other than damage on them, 
resolve those abilities when you play the card. Your start-
ing decks don’t have any cards with non-damage abilities, 
though. When you play a card, you don’t put it into your dis-
card yet. Instead, put it next to the obstacle that you want to 
damage with the card (you can damage obstacles facing any 
runner). You don’t place cards into your discard until after you 
apply damage. You are allowed to play cards even if there is 
no obstacle to use their damage against.

2. aPPlY DaMaGe
Once you’ve finished playing cards, you apply the damage from 
the cards you’ve played. Applying damage to obstacles is how 
you defeat them. Choose an obstacle that you’ve placed cards 
next to and apply the damage from those cards as explained 
below. Once you’ve applied the damage to an obstacle, put all 
the cards next to the obstacle into your discard. The damage a 
card deals is indicated by the symbol(s) in the upper-left corner 
of the card, which is called the “damage box.”

Damage is represented by symbols indicating a specific 
amount and color. There are two types of damage symbols:

 › Colored     : Each colored symbol rep-
resents 1 point of damage of that color. Each color 
corresponds to the four role colors (black, blue, green, 
and red).

 › Colorless 2     : The number inside the colorless dam-
age symbol indicates how many points of colorless 
damage it is. Colorless damage won’t affect colored 
damage symbols on a damage track. The cards in your 
starting deck don’t deal any colorless damage.

Obstacles have damage tracks consisting of colorless or 
colored damage symbols that require that type of damage to 
be dealt to them in order to defeat them. Each box of the track 
is a level. A colored symbol means that the indicated color of 
damage must be applied to that level to clear it.

If an obstacle has a damage track level that requires a 
 damage to clear it, that means you need a red dam-

age to clear that level. Damage of other colors or colorless 
damage is useless against that level.

A gray symbol with a number means that you must apply 
a total amount of damage of any color (or colorless) to that 
level to clear it.

If an obstacle has a damage track level that requires 
4  damage to clear, that means you need to deal a total 

of 4 damage to clear that level. The 4 damage can be any 
mixture of colored or colorless damage.

You must clear each level, in order from left to right of the 
track, to defeat the obstacle. It may take several turns of runners 
playing cards to defeat an obstacle (don’t forget you can apply 
damage to obstacles facing other runners). When a level on a 
damage track is cleared, that damage remains; use a damage 
marker to indicate which levels have been cleared. Partial dam-
age dealt to a level is removed at the end of each runner’s turn.

If an obstacle has a damage track level that requires 
4  damage to clear, and you can apply only 3 damage 

to it, the damage on that level will reset at the end of your 
turn. The next runner will still need to deal 4 damage to it 
to clear it during their turn.

Defeating an Obstacle
When you clear the last (far-right) level of an obstacle’s dam-
age track, you defeat it. If the obstacle has a defeated ability, 
apply that effect.

Lone Star Trooper’s damage track is 5 , , . 
The last runner dealt enough damage to clear the 5 , so 
on your turn, if you clear the last two levels by dealing a 

 damage and a  damage, you defeat the obstacle.

Rob deals four  damage and   damage for a 
total of 5 damage and moves the damage marker over 
that symbol/box, showing he cleared it.

Jim goes next and deals a  damage and a  
damage to the Lone Star Trooper. Since he cleared the last 
level on the damage track, he defeats the obstacle.

5

1

6

When LONE STAR TROOPER attacks, it also attacks  
the Street Samurai unless it’s already facing that runner.

Lone Star Trooper Human
22/80

© 2014 The Topps Company.  All rights reserved.
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Collecting & Distributing Nuyen
You and your teammates gain nuyen for each obstacle you 
defeat. The nuyen value of the obstacle is shown in the upper 
right corner of each Obstacle card (for example, 5 ). The cur-
rent runner (on whose turn the obstacle was defeated) takes 1 
nuyen from the total the obstacle is worth. Then in clockwise 
order, the runner to the left takes 1 nuyen from that total, and 
so on until runners have taken nuyen equal to the obstacle’s 
nuyen value. For example, if you defeated a Security Chief, 
which has a value of 5 nuyen, and there are 4 runners, each 
other runner would get 1 nuyen, and you would get 2.

There is no limit to how many nuyen you can have.

Assist Abilities
You usually play card abilities during your turn. Some cards 
have Assist abilities, which you can play only during another 
runner’s turn. These cards will have a separate ability box at 
the bottom of the card that is labeled “ASSIST” on the left. The 
text for the assist ability is on the right. The runner playing 
the card makes any decisions regarding the card’s abilities. 
If the card deals damage when its assist ability is used, the 
amount of damage is indicated after “Damage:” in the ability 
box. The current runner decides how to apply any damage the 
card does. A card played for its assist ability still goes to the 
discard of the runner who played it.

3. take DaMaGe
When you are done applying damage, if there are any obsta-
cles still facing you, each one attacks you. When it attacks, 
it deals damage to you equal to its Attack Strength (in the 
lower right corner). No matter how many obstacles deal dam-
age to you, that damage is combined and applied as a single 
amount. Some obstacles also have abilities that trigger when 
they attack. If those abilities damage you, that damage is also 
combined with the damage from obstacles attacking you. 
Subtract the damage you take from your hit points and adjust 
your health marker accordingly.

When your health reaches 0, you are Staggered. In the Ini-
tiation mission, the game is lost if any runner gets Staggered, 
so be careful!

4. DraW & BuY carDs
If you have 3 or fewer cards in your hand, draw 2 cards. When-
ever you need to draw cards and there aren’t enough cards 

in your deck, draw the cards that remain in your deck, then 
shuffle your discard into a new deck and continue drawing 
until you have drawn enough cards.

Now you can buy cards. You can buy any number of cards, 
as long as you have enough nuyen for them. Each Black Mar-
ket card shows its purchase cost in a triangular symbol in the 
upper right corner to the right of the card name. Put each card 
you buy into your hand (place the appropriate nuyen tokens 
into the bank) and immediately flip a new card from the Black 
Market deck face up to replace it. There is no limit to the num-
ber of cards you can have in hand.

5. eND turN
Your turn is now over. If the runner to your left is the starting 
runner, the round is over and the team starts another round. 
Otherwise, the runner to your left takes their turn.

If there are no obstacles left in front of players when you end 
your turn, look at the mission card to see what to do next. In this 
mission, you’ll get to Catch Your Breath, and then a second set of 
obstacles will be dealt out (“Once More with Feeling”).

turN eXaMPle
It’s Cal’s first turn, and he is playing a Dwarf, so he only has 2 
cards in his hand. One is Mana, which does  damage, and 
the other is Quick Shot, which does  damage. The obstacle 
in front of Cal is Deckhead, which has a damage track of 2 , 

, 1 , . It takes a total of 5 damage to defeat Deckhead, 
so Cal won’t be able to do it this turn. Since the first level on 
Deckhead’s damage track requires 2  damage to clear it, Cal 
could use both of his cards, since any 2 damage will work. He 
notices, however, that Rob has an Out of Ammo obstacle fac-
ing him with a damage track of , 3 . Out of Ammo is really 
annoying because it says, “You can’t play more than 2 cards 
on your turn.” Rob is an Elf and has 4 cards in his hand, so that 
obstacle ability would really hurt him. Cal decides to help Rob 
out by going after Out of Ammo. He plays his Quick Shot, put-
ting it next to Out of Ammo. Quick Shot has no ability, and Cal 
doesn’t want to play additional cards, so he moves to step 2 
of the turn, applying damage. Quick Shot deals a  damage, 
and the first level of Out of Ammo requires , so Cal covers 
up that level with a damage marker. The second level of Out of 
Ammo requires 3 , so if Cal had also played his Mana on Out of 
Ammo, it wouldn’t have done anything. It wouldn’t be enough 
damage to clear the second level, so the damage would be lost. 
Now that Cal is done applying damage, Deckhead attacks him 
(step 3). Deckhead has an Attack Strength of 1, so Cal reduces 
his hit points from 5 to 4. Cal only has 1 card in his hand, so 
he gets to draw 2 cards (step 4). He draws 2 Quick Shots (Cal is 
playing the Street Samurai). Now it’s time to buy cards! Cal has 
5 nuyen since he is a Dwarf. He sees that the Black Market has 
a Covering Fire card in it, which costs 5, and he decides to buy 
it. He immediately puts Covering Fire into his hand and flips up 
the top card of the Black Market deck to replace it. Cal is out of 
nuyen, so he can’t buy any more cards. His turn is over. Jay is 
sitting to Cal’s left, so it is now Jay’s turn. Hopefully Jay can take 
care of the last level on Out of Ammo so that Rob can play more 
than 2 cards on his turn.

34 2

2

5

“He knows the territory better than you. He’s got more people than you do.  
And he’s just as mean. Stay out of his sight and far out of his reach.”

Security Chief Human
48/80
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There are cracks in the world. They’re slender, dark, and often cold, but 
they are the only things that keep you hidden. Keep you alive. They are 
the shadows of the world, and they are where you live.

You are a shadowrunner, thriving in the margins, doing the jobs no one else can. You have no 
office, no permanent home, no background to check. You are whatever you make yourself. Will 
you seek justice? Sow seeds of chaos? Sell out to the highest bidder? It’s up to you, but this much 
is certain—if you do nothing, the streets will eat you alive. 

You can survive—even flourish—as long as you do what it takes. Sacrifice part of your soul 
for bleeding-edge gear. Push the limits of your will learning new and dangerous magic. Wire 
yourself into the Matrix, making your mind one with screaming streams of data. It’ll cost you 
something—everything does—but you can make it worth the price.

SHADOWRUN, FIFTH EDITION  is the newest version of one of the most popular and 
successful role-playing worlds of all time—a fusion of man, magic and machine in a dystopian near-future. With rules for character 
creation, magic, combat, Matrix hacking, rigging, and more, you have everything you need to face the challenges of the Sixth World.
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SHADOWRUN: CROSSFIRE is a deck-building game set in one of the most popular 
game settings of all time. Crossing cyberpunk with fantasy and plunging players into a 
world dominated by ruthless megacorporations,  CROSSFIRE  gives players the chance 
to dive into the world’s shadows to see if they can survive. They’ll have weapons, spells, 
contacts, and gear to help them out, and they’re going to need those resources. If they 
play their cards right, though, they’ll do more than survive—they’ll become legends.

Featuring fast, cooperative game play, a range of missions, and stacks of dangerous 
obstacles and opponents to overcome,  SHADOWRUN: CROSSFIRE  will launch you into 
nonstop action. And if your team succeeds, or at least survives, you’ll gain Karma to upgrade 
your skills, allowing you to take on missions with more difficult challenges and deadlier 
obstacles. Enter the shadows for deck-building adventure like you’ve never experienced!

BEAT THE STREET!

WWW.SHADOWRUNTABLETOP.COM
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